
Directed by Steve Boot, Produced by Mackinnon and Saunders
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A film by Steve Boot

This week we are going 
to be using a short film 
for our English lessons, 
both reading and 
writing.

This week, we will be 
focusing on prediction. 



Remind yourself…. Here is the trailer 
again
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Task 1: Title Anagram
What is an ‘anagram’ ?

An ‘anagram’ is where the words in a sentence or the letters in a word are all 
muddled up in the wrong order. So the challenge is to put them back in the right 
order again!

For example:

I have un-muddled the words to make the sentence:
Happy birthday to you.

birthday to happy you



Task 1: Title Anagram
Your task is to have a go at the anagram of the title of the film.

The words to the title have all been muddled up, can you rearrange them to guess 
what the correct title is?

Don’t look at the next slide until you are happy with your guess, then check your 
answer on the next slide. 

upon blue once moon a



What do you think the 
title is?





Task 2: Write your prediction
Now you know the name of the short film, have seen the trailer, and have made 
some initial predictions, you can write a paragraph or two to explain what you 
think will happen in the film. 

You will need to explain in detail your predictions about:
- The people – who is in the film? How do you know?
- The places – where is the film set? Is it set in more than one place? 

Why?
- The story – What will happen in the story? What makes you think that?
- The time – When is the story set? In the future? Now? Why do you think 

that?

Use the ‘tell me grid’ you completed earlier in the week to help you. The next slide 
contains your check list and useful sentence guides.  You can download the 
prediction sheet or simply write it up in your home learning books
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I predict….
I think this because…
The trailer shows this because..
The title tells me that… I think this because…

Example sentence:
I predict that the story is going to be about… I think this because in the title it says…. I also think 
this because in the trailer there was ….. which made me think……..

Conjunctions - when… so … if … before … after … while .. because

Prepositions - before… after … during … because of … after … while .. because

Adverbs - then… next … soon … therefore

Writing up your prediction

and but or becauseGrammar to remember:


